
Crisis Comms 101



What is PR? 



● Increases your odds of good publicity and can help minimize 
negative news

● Establishes relationships with key media personnel and outlets

● Creates top-of-mind brand awareness and value

● Generates non-paid editorial placements that can grow in value as 
shareable content and links

● Offers creation of news content over which you have editorial control 
and sharing options, including crisis situations

● Builds on trust and respect by anticipating what reporters want

Public Relations is a brand’s story… 
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Tools of the trade:



What’s a crisis? 



“Any issue, problem or disruption which 
triggers negative stakeholder reactions that 
can adversely impact the organization’s 
reputation, business and financial strength.”



Crisis Comms Rule #1: 
Speed is more important than knowing 
everything before you talk. 



Why?

● Stalling creates avoidable collateral damage

● Bad news gets worse in a vacuum 

● Take control of the narrative 

● Stakeholders will forgive communication missteps for sake of 
responsiveness, but they won’t forgive a lack of information while 
making excuses to stall/deny

● If you don’t talk, someone else will 



Crisis Comms Rule #2: 
A Crisis Communications Plan is the best way 
to prepare timely responses in advance. 



Why?

● Overall prevention of crisis if possible

● Minimize risk/harm to company or organization and its employees

● Containing the situation and time within the “spotlight”

● Overall impact to the company/organization (financial, litigation, 
products, etc.)

● Reputation management

● Ability to return to “normal” in the shortest amount of time



Define Your Stakeholders

● Internal and external, along with who will be a part of your crisis 
response team and their contact information.  

Assess Your Vulnerabilities

● What could happen and when, where and how it might impact your 
team, customers and business overall. 

Create A Plan Of How And When You Will Communicate And The 
Channels You'll Use

● Along with sample statements, news release templates and social 
media posts. Have it reviewed by legal counsel, share your crisis 
plan with internal audiences; if possible, media train your 
spokespeople; and test the plan.

How to write a crisis comms plan:



Keys to making it through a crisis:

● Timeliness, empathy, clear statement of facts and speaking 
proactively about what is being done are critical to leading through a 
crisis situation and regaining trust.

● Take control of the situation by controlling your own narrative 
through responsiveness or delaying via excuses or denying fault.

● There are legions of companies that have poorly handled crisis and 
suffered the consequences. And, there are companies that have 
successfully planned and implemented crisis responses now thriving 
as a result of being prepared.



Crisis Comms Rule #2: 
A Crisis Communications Plan is the best way 
to prepare timely responses in advance. 



Types of Crises: 

Sudden & Smoldering



Types of crises:

● Sudden (natural disaster, acts of violence, etc)
○ Perceptual (when your brand is attached to negative 

perceptions) 
○ Bizarre 

● Smoldering (something has been going on for a while, and becomes 
public)



Sudden Crisis Examples



Smoldering Crisis Examples



Three Year Trends: ICM Annual Crisis Report

Category 2018 2019 2020
Catastrophes 8.21 % 2.26% 37.15%

Casualty Accidents 0.59% 0.68% 0.06%

Class Action Lawsuits 0.72% 1.19% 3.83%

Consumer Activism 2.32% 1.82% 7.44%

Cyber Crime 12.81% 13.28% 2.93%

Defects and Recalls 2.78% 2.59% 1.03%

Discrimination 14.30% 11.92% 9.73%

Environmental Damage 2.98% 2.26% 0.02%

Executive Dismissal 1.00% 2.19% 2.47%

Hostile Takeovers 1.17% 1.17% 0.33%

Labor Disputes 9.39% 10.62% 1.30%

Mismanagement 22.12% 19.56% 3.90%

Sexual Harassment 9.42% 16.43% 3.77%

Whisteblower 5.46% 8.13% 22.08%

White Collar Crime 5.37% 4.32% 2.06%

Workplace Violence 1.37% 1.59% 1.52%



Public Relations + Crisis Comms



Effective PR benefits a crisis response:

● Statistics tell us almost 60 percent of business leaders have 
experienced a crisis, but only half have a crisis plan in place.

● Reputation and revenues are at stake with 70 percent of crisis-
impacted companies reporting corporate standing and financial 
performance taking more than a year to recover.

● Putting together a crisis communications plan doesn't have to be 
daunting, but it does have to be well-thought out.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Statistics tell us almost 60 percent of business leaders have experienced a crisis, but only half have a crisis plan in place.� Reputation and revenues are at stake with 70 percent of crisis-impacted companies reporting corporate standing and financial performance taking more than a year to recover. �Putting together a crisis communications plan doesn't have to be daunting, but it does have to be well-thought out.



Creates a “guide” for your organization, starting with:
• Ensuring safety of employees and community
• Notifying the appropriate stakeholders in the proper order
• Being prepared for media to show up at location or HQ and identifying 

spokesperson(s)
• Preparing recommended “holding statements” for spokesperson(s)
• Offering interview tips for potential spokesperson(s)

Desired outcome: to equip management and team members with the 
necessary information to effectively manage and respond to a crisis in unified 
manner. And, simulate crisis so your team is practiced.

Effective PR benefits a crisis response:



Media Relations + Crisis Comms



When working with media:

● There is no such thing as “off the record”

● Remember your purpose

● PREPARE - Decide what you want the headline to be and then tell that story 

● Avoid technical jargon or if you need to use it, explain it

● Always use “we” when making statements about the initiative

● Connect with them on a personal level

● Read and watch the stories they produce

● Mention their recent stories or posts to let them know you’re engaged



When working with media:

● They can be your ally - use them to your advantage

● They have a preconceived story angle - ALWAYS

● They control the editing when possible

● They are the pipeline to your audiences, know theirs

● Take the time to develop professional relationships with them

● They want to show both sides of the story



● You can’t always control everything, don’t try

● Key facts only, don’t embellish

● Have a team and a trained spokesperson(s) in place with key 
messages

● Concentrate on your key audiences 

● If you need help, ask for it

Remember…



Crisis Comms

Public Apologies



Crisis Comms

How NOT to apologize...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MTdKa9eWNFw


“What you do has greater impact 
than what you say.”

Stephen Covey
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